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Abstract—In order to enable fast deployment of new emerging
services over multihop wireless networks, it is important to design
an efficient service-based platform with the necessary traffic man-
agement capabilities. In this paper, we propose a new distributed
service-oriented framework for wireless multihop networks, called
MultiServ, in which it adopts a quantitative approach toward op-
timal traffic distribution. Under Multiserv framework, an efficient
overlay network can be easily constructed that can greatly facili-
tate the deployment of new services. We use media streaming and
application level multicast as examples to illustrate how the ser-
vices can be supported. The performance results demonstrate that
MultiServ can substantially outperform the conventional approach
and achieves comparable performance obtained by a centralized
scheme.

Index Terms—Overlay networks, traffic engineering, wireless
multihop networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

MUCH OF THE recent work in wireless multihop net-
works, including ad hoc networks and wireless mesh

networks, has been focusing on routing protocols dealing
with nodes’ mobility, changing topologies, and scalability.
Less attention has been paid to the service deployment and
quality-of-service (QoS) guarantee in the presence of noisy
wireless links. In this paper, we address the problem of traffic
provisioning in wireless multihop networks with the objective
of facilitating new wireless service deployment; specifically,
we focus on the problem of how to manage route large volume
of traffic from different applications. We propose an overlay
framework that can efficiently support multiple traffic streams.
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Generally speaking, our solution provides a distributed traffic
provisioning strategy, which facilitates the dissemination of
traffic along multiple paths so that high transmission efficiency
can be achieved.

The motivations for this study are: first, the capacity of
a wireless multihop network is not only constrained by the
scarce wireless bandwidth, but also limited due to the con-
tention caused by multihop relay; thus routing remains as a
key problem; second, packet transmission is subject to possibly
link failure, in which a multipath routing scheme becomes
essential for applications such as media streaming and mul-
ticast; third, in order to facilitate the deployment of multiple
services over wireless networks, each node must be capable of
handling multiple traffic streams with potentially different QoS
requirements.

We propose a service-oriented framework called MultiServ
that builds upon the overlay concept to provide enhanced QoS
for multiple services in wireless networks. The realization of the
MultiServ architecture requires cooperation of multiple nodes.
We construct an overlay network, in which each node behaves
as a sender, as well as a receiver. There are two critical issues
that need to be addressed in this framework: 1) overlay network
construction that deals with the neighbor selection and 2) mul-
tipath routing in the overlay network. In addition, this needs to
incorporate a number of factors such as link utilization, load
balancing, and forwarding performance. One of the key novel-
ties in the proposed framework is a distributed rate-based for-
warding algorithm that can reduce the burstiness of different
traffic stream and hence reduce the service fluctuation.

A. Related Work

Before we describe the MultiServ framework, we briefly
review existing related works. To the best of our knowledge,
MultiServ is the first quantitative approach toward optimal
traffic distribution for an overlay network in wireless envi-
ronment. The prior works related to this mainly fall into two
categories. The first is the Internet protocol (IP) network traffic
engineering, and the second is the QoS based routing in wireless
multihop networks.

Traffic engineering is used to manage traffic in order to opti-
mize the usage of network resources such as to balance traffic
distribution across the network and to avoid congestion. An
overview of IP traffic engineering can be found in [4]. One of
the problems in IP network traffic engineering is the cost in
the deployment since this often requires the upgrade across net-
works. MultiServ also targets to balance traffic, and it performs
at the application level on top of current network protocol stacks.
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Comparing with many centralized optimization in traffic engi-
neering [2], [3], the distributed nature of our design makes it
more scalable and practical, especially suitable for wireless net-
work environment.

It has been shown in [10] that the per node capacity in an
-node random ad hoc network is , using a

geometric analysis. [26] shows that the long term per node
throughput can stay constant in a network where node move-
ment process is ergodic with a stationary distribution uniform
over the network. In this work, we took a rather different
approach in trying to optimize the traffic relaying to facilitate
the service deployment.

There have been many QoS algorithms proposed for wireless
networks in particular medium access control (MAC) level
scheduling [15], [24], in which it relies on datalink layer to
provide bandwidth and delay information. None of the ap-
proaches however explicitly consider link failure or address the
issue of service deployment. Such approaches can complement
MultiServ.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section II presents the general framework of MultiServ
platform. Section III introduces the mechanism to construct
the MultiServ overlay network. Section IV discusses the traffic
management strategy and implementation. Section V verifies
the model using simulation and experiments. In Section VI,
we conclude the paper and highlight the possible avenues for
further study.

II. OVERVIEW

The service deployment in wireless networks encounters
several new problems such as link errors, delay variations,
heterogeneity in the end devices, handoffs, and the lack of po-
tential infrastructure support. Proper traffic engineering scheme
can help to alleviate this, in particular using multipath trans-
missions. In this section, we present the general framework
for service deployment, and discuss the potential applicability.

A. General Framework

To facilitate users to access services in a wireless environment
without or with limited infrastructure support, we assume that
some of the nodes are capable of serving as application-layer
routers. Such nodes have the capability of connecting to the In-
ternet through various interfaces. These can be considered as the
application-layer router for traffic relay, thus, to form a hybrid
wireless network [29]). An example of such a network is illus-
trated in Fig. 1.

In Fig. 1, two WLAN networks are constructed using 802.11
ad hoc mode with various devices such as laptops, PDAs, and
smart phones. To enable nodes to connect to outside world, some
of the nodes are equipped with multiple network interfaces, for
example, node A and D have satellite dishes to communicate
with satellite, node B and F have WMAN antennas, node C and
E have networking cable connecting Internet.

This hybrid network can further be extended to hierarchical
network for scalability. In Fig. 1, the application-layer routers
(A-F) can form a second level overlay network to relay the traffic
more efficiently. As the network becomes larger, higher level

Fig. 1. Example of hybrid wireless networks.

overlay network can also be formed. The formulation of a higher
level overlay network can also exploit the locality information
in underlying wireless network similar to the way in the Internet
environment [27], [28].

B. Service Deployment and Application Scenario

For simplicity, we adopt IP packets for data transfer, though
the idea is also applicable to the networks that use other iden-
tifications for addressing. Each node has an IP address, normal
transmission control protocol (TCP) connections can be estab-
lished between a pair of nodes. In MultiServ platform, we can
encapsulate IP packets to perform special operations such as ap-
plication-layer routing with rate information. The information
will be used by each node to calculate how to relay the packet.
Detailed will be presented in Section IV.

Traffic can be divided into two types: intradomain and inter-
domain traffic. For intradomain traffic, since the destination is
in local network, the traffic will simply be forwarded. For inter-
domain traffic, the application-layer router will be responsible
for forwarding. Our proposal tries to increase the transmission
efficiency by avoiding lossy links and reducing the hop count
between a pair of nodes; this will be introduced in Section III.

Multimedia streaming is one of the possible applications.
If this is within the same network, the proposed MultiServ
platform can support the streaming from the source to the
destination with lower data loss and higher reliability using
multiple available (disjoint) paths. If this is between two nodes
in a different network, the traffic will be handled by application
router(s). This will be closely examined using simulation in
Section V-B.

Another possible application is multicast. In multicast ser-
vice, a user who would like join the multicast group will broad-
cast the request to other nodes with a time-to-live (TTL) limit,
the node will increase TTL limit until it finds a group member,
which has the nearest hop-distance. The node then will retrieve
data from the member. If this fails in the local network, the appli-
cation-layer router will be responsible for locating the members
in another network. This will be studied in Section V-C.

III. MULTISERV OVERLAY CONSTRUCTION

Overlay network has been proposed as a general approach
to facilitate service deployment in the Internet [30], [31].
The link in the IP based overlay network is a unicast tunnel
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in the physical IP network, in which IP layer implements a
minimal functionality—the best-effort datagram service, while
the overlay network can implement a rich set of functionalities,
like path resilience, QoS support, etc. There have been various
proposals for overlay network construction, which in different
degree try to exploit the topological information, particularly the
locality in the underlying network. For example, application-
layer multicast and CDN network are of this kind, where each
node keeps nearby neighbors in the underlying network in
order to transfer data efficiently.

In wireless multihop networks, the situation is different in that
there is limited infrastructure; each node behaves as a router, as
well as an end host. In fact, the structure of wireless network
can only represent the relative position information of nodes.
Overlay network can be built on top of the physical network, but
the overlay structure must be closely coupled with the structure
of underlying network. The rationale is that the transmission in
wireless network not only consumes energy, but also is subject
to link failure. Thus, tunneling between two distant nodes can
be expensive and impractical.

The MultiServ platform is designed to facilitate the service
deployment and to enhance the traffic delivery performance
in wireless multihop networks. However, using the physical
topology to perform traffic delivery suffers serious drawbacks
because of the unpredictable nature of the wireless links.
Therefore, building an overlay on top of wireless network
becomes a necessary yet challenging problem. The purposes
of building an overlay network are two-folded. The first is to
maintain better “virtual” link quality among neighboring nodes
and enhance the network connectivity; the second is to provide
underlay information for the traffic management algorithms.
We next describe the overlay network construction algorithm.

A. Neighbor Selection Criterion

The characteristic of a wireless link is quite different from that
of a wired link. In fact, a link exists between two wireless nodes
if and only if the receiving node has a higher signal-to-interfer-
ence-plus-noise-ratio (SINR) than a given threshold. Two nodes
can establish a wireless connection as long as they are either suf-
ficiently close with each other, or with sufficient transmission
power. Thus, it is not feasible to build an arbitrary topology due
to the constraints such as power limitation, interferences and
channel fading. The construction of an overlay network has to
carefully balance several factors in order to maintain reasonable
capacity. These include the interference along a multihop path,
the loss ratio of a wireless link, and the failure of a link or node.

The interference and failure are usually handled by the phys-
ical networks; we focus our study on the loss ratio of a wireless
link. Specifically, the neighbor selection algorithm in overlay
construction aims to find links with low-loss ratio. Intuitively, a
link with lower loss ratio can transmit more packets comparing
with a higher loss ratio link during the same period of time. To
select links with low-loss ratio, we use a probing packet tech-
nique similar to the one used in [6] to perform a measurement
of the loss ratio of links. Each node periodically broadcasts a
packet, say every s. To avoid accidental synchronization, up

Fig. 2. Neighbor selection illustration.

to 0.1 variation is introduced for each probing. Every node
records the probes it receives during the last s, allowing it to
calculate the delivery ratio from the sender at any time as

count

Count is the number of probes received during the
window , and is the number of probes that should have
received. Therefore, a node can calculate the link loss ratio
for link - and a node can calculate that for link - .

Knowing the loss ratio information, a node can determine
the link quality and select nodes with lower loss ratio as neigh-
bors. When finding a neighbor and forming a logical link to the
neighbor, the capacity of the link will also be reported.

B. Neighbor Selection

The construction of an overlay network has to maintain high
aggregate throughput in order to support large volume of traffic,
and to provide high connectivity, i.e., to minimize the average
hop count in order to improve the traffic relay efficiency. Thus,
in an ideal overlay network, each link has high throughput and
each pair of nodes have short hop distances. These are not al-
ways feasible. High throughput can be achieved by using links
between closely nodes, but this often results in higher hop count.
An example of neighbor selection is given in Fig. 2, simply by
exchanging link C-F, B-G by B-F, C-G, the average hop dis-
tance decreases from 2 to 1.71. If each link has a fixed capacity
and each node has a similar traffic demand, the traffic delivery
efficiency will be increased by . Fur-
thermore, we can see that more disjoint paths are available in
the network, such as A-B-E-D and A-G-C-D, which leads to
improvement in handling failures.

We next formally describe the problem formulation. Given an
overlay network represented by a directed graph .
Each node in the overlay network will be allocated the same total
outbound bandwidth for fairness and simplicity; the band-
width can be arbitrarily allocated to transfer data to the neigh-
bors. However, each links may have different delivery ratios due
to different environment, that is, link - has a delivery .
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Suppose node pair - has traffic , so the total traffic gen-
erated in the network can be calculated as

Distance

Suppose each pair has equal probability to transfer traffic be-
tween, so we can use a value to represent all . Therefore,
the upper bound of traffic the network can transfer for each node
is

Distance

Capacity

Distance

Allocated Bandwidth

Distance
(1)

The value is preferred to be as large as possible. A natural
way is to maximize the upper bound, the right side of (1). In
building the overlay network, each node has a set of node

where nodes in can be a neighbor of node . We can
build an overlay network to have a maximum traffic relaying
efficiency by selecting appropriate neighbors from the candidate
set for each node to increase the right side of (1), for example, to
increase capacity of links or to decrease the average hop distance
between all pairs.

In an extreme case if all the delivery ratios are similar, such
as a situation that all links are zero loss links, the optimization
problem can be simplified to build an overlay network with the
shortest average hop distances. Such an overlay network can
be constructed by connecting all available potential neighbors.
However, the solution is not feasible due to the energy con-
sumption and computational costs by relaying traffic to many
neighbors. So practically, the maximum number of neighbors
that each node can have must be limited, in this paper, we use
up to four neighbors.

Generally speaking, the optimal solution to minimize right
side of (1) is not an easy problem even in centralized environ-
ment. We use a distributed algorithm to refine neighbor selection
to provide better delivery performance, which is given in Fig. 3.

The neighbor refinement algorithm finds an appropriate
neighbor to replace current neighbor in order to decrease the
total hop count. In a refinement process, we test all combina-
tions for a potential neighbor see if replacing any neighbor
with can have lower total distance vector, if so the algorithm
performs the neighbor replacement.

C. Distance Vector Maintenance

To manage traffic in overlay network, we define a distance
vector for each node. We adopt the similar concept used in
destination sequenced distance vector (DSDV) protocol [23] to
maintain the distance vector. A distance vector is defined as the
shortest hop distance from node to node in the overlay net-
work, namely . Unlike the DSDV protocol, the routing is
done differently in our scheme.

Fig. 3. Neighbor refinement algorithm.

In the routing protocol, each node maintains a routing table
entry for every known destination. The entry contains three
fields: destination’s identifier (location or address), the latest
sequence number for that destination, and the metric, typically,
the shortest hop distance between the node and the destination.
Each node periodically broadcasts a route advertisement packet
containing its complete route entry. When a node receives
another node’s route advertisement, it updates its own route
entries if the routing advertisement contains more updated
route information.

IV. MULTISERV TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT

In this section, we first highlight the motivations for traffic
management in overlay networks; we next briefly examine
the traffic management schemes used in IP network. We then
present the traffic management in MultiServ architecture and
discuss the implementations.

A. Motivations for Traffic Management

A traffic management strategy is desired in overlay network,
in particular, in MultiServ platform. We illustrate this using an
example shown in Fig. 4.

In Fig. 4, each link represents a logical connection between
two nodes, which has a capacity of 6 units and each traffic de-
mand requires bandwidth of 4 units. We assume the link ca-
pacity is bidirectional here for simplicity. To satisfy the traffic
demands, there are multiple ways. For example, using fixed
single shortest paths to forward data, some of the demand may
not be satisfied if two demands share one common link. If we
use the shortest path forwarding where the traffic are equally
divided into each shortest paths, that is, demand A to G uses
paths A-F-G and A-D-G, demand A to C uses paths A-D-C and
A-B-C, demand A to E uses paths A-F-G-E, A-D-G-E, A-D-C-E
and A-B-C-E, we can obtain the link utilization in Table I.

From Table I, we see that A-D link is heavily loaded, thus
ideally some of the traffic on A-D should be moved to links A-B
and A-F in order to achieve high aggregate throughput.
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Fig. 4. Example of traffic management strategy.

TABLE I
LINK UTILIZATION OF THE EXAMPLE

B. Multiserv Traffic Management

Traffic engineering has been used in the Internet to achieve
better resource utilization and to optimize network performance.
The output of traffic engineering is an “optimal” set of paths
and link loads that produce the best possible performance given
the available resources. The problem can be formulated into
the linear programming problem. By solving the optimization
problem, each link can have a weight so that the routing protocol
will select the data forwarding paths in order optimally deliver
the traffic. Reference [2] solved the dual problem by a computa-
tional simplified solution of the linear programming. Reference
[3] achieved a near-optimal solution using destination-based ag-
gregation of traffic and approximating unequal split of traffic
using heuristics for traffic splitting to deal with the problem of
unequally splitting the traffic.

Overlay network offers more flexibility in that it does not
specify the particular communication protocol, but encounters
several new problems: 1) each node also serves as the relay node
that is less stable and 2) the link capacity in the overlay network
varies due to the interference and other factors. As a result, the
above described solution for the Internet can not be directly ap-
plied. In addition, a distributed traffic management is preferred.

The overlay network can be modeled as a directed graph
, where is the set of nodes and is the set of links. Let

be the capacity of logical link , is the traffic
demand to node , is the traffic input from node , where

and the destination is node , is the shortest
hop distance to node , and is the distance vector of the
neighbors transferred to node for data forwarding in node ,
where .

Given the above information for each node, it is not possible
to obtain a global optimization. However, each node may ob-
tain its local optimization. The objective of the optimization
is to minimize total traffic generated and balance the utiliza-
tion of logical links, while satisfying as much traffic demand

as possible. For node , a linear programming formulation can
be obtained

(2)

(3)

(4)

otherwise
(5)

where is the traffic going through link with the des-
tination , is the maximal utilization of the links from to its
neighbors, is a small positive number introduced so that the
optimization not only minimizes the link utilization, but also
and ensure that the minimization of link utilization takes higher
priority. Equation (3) means that the total flow rate to node is

. Constraint (4) indicates that the utilization of each logical
link will be less than or equal to . Equation (5) prevents sending
back the traffic to the node that it receives from. The objective
function (2) is to minimize the link utilization so that the traffic
can be relayed properly. Notice that if all traffic goes through
the shortest path to the destination, that is through node where

, the generated traffic will be minimized. How-
ever, not always the traffic demand can be transmitted through
shortest path in the overlay networks; therefore, traffic demand
that may not go through the shortest path will introduce extra
traffic. Specifically, in node the extra traffic introduced is

(6)

C. MultiServ With Bounded Complexity

The traffic demand may vary from time to time, thus, it is
necessary to calculate the bandwidth allocation dynamically.
Solving linear programming problem can be time consuming
and it may not be possible, especially for devices with low
computation power in mobile network. Therefore, next we
propose the following complexity-bounded heuristic method.
Notice that to avoid generating extra traffic; the data forwarding
should mainly use the shortest path. Under this principle, the
heuristic method basically uses the shortest path first sched-
uling. In order to forward as much traffic as possible using
shortest path forwarding, we can formulate a maximum flow
problem as follows.

To maximize the traffic going through the shortest path, we
use a virtual graph illustrated in Fig. 5. In the graph,

node is a virtual source which launches entire traffic request
in node . node denotes traffic demand where the capacity
from the source to is , and node denotes the neighbor.
The capacity from to the node is corresponding to
the capacity of neighbors. A link is present if traffic
to node can be forwarded through node as a shortest path,
where . is a large value so that the
bottleneck of any path from to will not be the link which
has capacity .
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Fig. 5. Shortest path maximum flow.

By solving the maximum-flow problem from node to
node, we can transfer maximal traffic through the shortest path
where the flow in represents the traffic going through
link which has the destination . However, there might
be traffic demand that is not satisfied. Fortunately, the rest part
of the traffic that cannot be forwarded using the shortest path
can be also scheduled using the similar graph in Fig. 5. The
satisfied part of traffic demand and consumed capacity should be
removed from the graph and the structure of the graph also need
small modification, where for every .

The complexity of the best known maximum-flow algorithm
is around . Suppose each node has neighbors and
we have totally nodes in the overlay network, the graph in
Fig. 5 has nodes and less than edges.
Therefore, the complexity of our algorithm can be bounded
under .

The maximum-flow method does not optimize the link uti-
lization. Therefore, a load balance algorithm can be further ap-
plied over each link. Let be the traffic going through link

which has the destination . Define as utilization of link
, where . The objective is to minimize

the variance of link utilization, which is defined in the following:

(7)

Therefore, we propose a heuristic method to decrease the
variance iteratively. The algorithm in Fig. 6 tries to find unbal-
anced traffic in links and move traffic with the same destination
from high utilized link to low utilized link, while keeping the
extra traffic unchanged. The reroute of traffic will decrease
the objective function each time. The execution of the algo-
rithm continues until no more traffic could be rerouted.

D. Data Transmission Control

In our architecture, the node can use TCP connections to
communicate with neighbors, but this incur several difficulties:
1) packet can be transmitted out of sequence; 2) the rate of
TCP connections cannot be easily controlled, as a result the per-
formance is unpredictable and uncontrollable; 3) multiple TCP
connections may involve in the burst of traffic so that the relayed
nodes’ buffer may be filled and aggravates the congestion; and
4) some applications, such as streaming, are not suitable to be
carried by TCP.

To address this problem, we propose a rate-based congestion
control algorithm based on the idea of congestion management

Fig. 6. Heuristic algorithm to decrease variance of link utilization.

(CM) [1]. The basic idea is to use flow aggregation. The
aggregated flow to one neighbor can use an additive-increase
multiplicative-decrease (AIMD) congestion control in order to
be friendly to background TCP flows if any. The sending rate
increases when there is no packet loss. Upon a packet loss,
the rate will be halved. When persistent congestion occurs,
the rate drops to a small value forcing slow start to occur.
An automatic repeat request (ARQ)-based mechanism can be
adopted. The sender will retransmit the packet until receiving
the acknowledgment.

In MultiServ architecture, congestion still can occur. Flows
from a node are aggregated while sending to its neighbors; each
flow may have different transmission rate. Through aggregation,
we can easily control the rates by adjusting the weights in the
aggregate flow. Specifically, we control the aggregate rates in-
stead of individual flow sending rate. In transmission, the rate to
neighbor can be measured, say . The sender will use a unified
sending rate of instead of individual sending rate . Flow

can be controlled using a weight , where .
A round-robin scheduler is used for transmission. Apparently,
more sophisticated schedulers can also be used.

An illustration is presented in Fig. 7. Suppose the rate with
AIMD control for the four destinations are 400, 300, 200, and
100 kb/s, respectively, and the link bandwidth is 1 Mb/s. On av-
erage, four of ten packets will be sent to neighbor 1, 3 will send
to neighbor 2, and, etc. Packets transmission from a node can be
controlled and, thus, smoothed using aggregation. The interval
of packets through each node along the path will be approxi-
mately equivalent under no congestion. Each node including re-
layed nodes in the overlay network will use the same scheduling
algorithm to control the packet transmissions. The relayed nodes
perform additional tasks such as buffering and status feedback
for the sender to adjust the rates. The out of sequence packets
are handled at the destination.
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Fig. 7. Example of joint congestion control.

There are several unique advantages using aggregated rate
control: 1) it enables more flexibility in rate control; 2) it mini-
mizes the burstiness of traffic; and 3) the rate of individual flow
can be easily controlled by adjusting the aggregated rates or/and
the associated weight.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our approach, we con-
ducted simulations to verify the effectiveness of the proposed
traffic management scheme. The purpose of simulation is to
compare different traffic management strategies for different ap-
plications and under dynamic environment.

A. Overlay Construction

We use simulation to evaluate the overlay construction,
mainly on the neighbor refinement algorithm. In our simula-
tion, we constructed the overlay network in a 1 km 1 km space,
the nodes are randomly placed. We generate nodes and each
node has up to four neighbors. We compare our refinements
algorithm with random neighbor method, where the neighbors
are selected randomly from the satisfied nearby nodes. Fig. 8
illustrated a sample refinement overlay network. In the original
random network [Fig. 8(a)], 20 nodes are spreading randomly
in the 1000 m 1000 m space, each node select up to four
neighbors randomly from the nodes less than 500 m away.
The resulting overlay network has an average hop distance of
2.66. We use the neighbor refinement algorithm described in
Section II-B to refine the neighbor set for each node. After 32
effective replacements of neighbors, Fig. 8(b) shows the result.
The refined overlay network has a decreased hop distance of
2.17, which is 82% of the original one. That means, the refined
overlay network may carry 22% more traffic than the original
one under similar link capacities.

To further evaluate the performance of neighbor refinement,
we test the algorithm in network different sizes (from 20 nodes
to 50 nodes, each node with up to four neighbors), we generate
100 overlay networks using random neighbor method for each
size, and then use the algorithm to refine the neighbor set. The
average hop distance is illustrated in Fig. 9. We can see that in

each sized overlay network (except very small overlay with ten
nodes), the average hop distance decreased more than 15% of
the original one.

B. End-to-End Streaming

The overlay network is constructed for a wireless multihop
network, where the topology resembles the underlying network.
In this simulation, we constructed the overlay network in a
1 km 1 km space, the nodes are randomly placed. Specifically,
we generate nodes and each node has up to four neighbors,
where the neighbors are selected randomly from the nearby
nodes. We consider two kinds of network, one with fixed
capacity. All logical links are considered as symmetric and
we set the capacity as 1 Mb/s for simplicity. Another one is a
asymmetric network with varied capacity set as 500 rand
(1000) kB/s.

We first study the performance of a media streaming applica-
tion. Consider all users provide streaming service and streaming
demands are generated from selected nodes. We assume that the
traffic are different quality of constant-bit rate (CBR) video clips
and use rand kb/s to generate traffic rates. The
source-destination pairs are selected so that the rate of traffic de-
mands in each node does not exceed its capacity. We generate
100 topologies for each and use the average data to reflect the
performance.

We add two traffic management strategies for comparison.
The first one we use is a fixed shortest path between each source
and destination and forward all traffic through this path, named
shortest path. The other is that in each node we try to distribute
the traffic to the next hop equally among all possible shortest
paths, named equal loading multipath. For example, if the node
has two possible neighbors which can lead the traffic to the desti-
nation through shortest path, then both the neighbors will deliver
half of the traffic. In this method, the traffic can be divided mul-
tiple times in the intermediate nodes to distribute the traffic to as
many links as possible. In our experiments, the optimal traffic
management is denoted by optimal, the MultiServ traffic man-
agement strategy is denoted by MultiServ, and the MultiServ
with bounded complexity is denoted by bounded MultiServ.

Since the operations in MultiServ are performed in each
node without knowledge of global traffic status in the overlay
network, this encounters difficulty in the experiment in that
input traffic needs to be known for each node. Fortunately,
this can be obtained from the traffic output from a neighboring
node. Specifically, in our experiments, we derive this under
a simplifying assumption that links have similar delay, thus,
the traffic can be delivered in multiple steps.The first step, the
traffic flow out of the source and to its neighbor, named the
first forwarder; the second step, the traffic will flow to the first
forwarder’s neighbor, the second forwarder, and so on until
the traffic reaches its destination. At each step, the algorithm
is running in each node according to the traffic input. We stop
running the algorithm until the system enters a balanced state
where the traffic flow in each node becomes stable and all the
traffic reaches its destination.

We use data loss rate to compare the performance of different
traffic management strategies. Data loss rate is defined as the
proportion of data loss to total traffic. For example, if at a mo-
ment in the network the total traffic rate is 10 Mb/s and the total
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Fig. 8. Neighbor refinement in a 20 nodes graph in a 1000 � 1000 m space with 500 m radio range, after 32 refinements the average hop distance between pairs
decrease from 2.66 to 2.17.

Fig. 9. Average hop distance: random neighbors and after refinements.

delivered traffic rate is 9 Mb/s, 1 Mb/s traffic is lost due to the
lack of bandwidth, so the data loss rate is 10%.

We use Matlab V6.5 to simulate the overlay network and
solve the optimization problems. In Figs. 10 and 11, we plot the
data loss rate with various traffic demands for different traffic
management strategies on a 20-node 80-link fixed capacity and
varied capacity network, respectively. In these figures, traffic de-
mands are labeled with , the proportion of traffic to capacity,
which is calculated as follows:

traffic rate distance source, destination
link capacity

It can be observed under a fixed capacity network, when
the traffic increases, the data loss of equal loading multipath
and shortest path method increases sharply, up to 20% using
shortest path when the traffic load is 50%. While the MultiServ
and bounded MultiServ method achieves similar result com-
paring with optimal method, the loss is less than 10%. Under
a varied capacity network, the data loss is higher than that in

Fig. 10. Data loss rate with various traffic demands on a 20-node 80-link fixed
capacity network.

a fixed capacity network with the same traffic load. MultiServ
still demonstrates significantly performance gain with less than
1/2 of data loss rate compared with the shortest path and equal
loading multipath schemes.

In Figs. 12 and 13, we plot the data loss rate with 40%
traffic demands for different traffic management strategies on
10–50 nodes network with fixed capacities and varied capac-
ities, respectively. From the figure, MultiServ and bounded
MultiServ method has less than 10% data loss; while equal
loading multipath and shortest path method has typically more
than two times of data loss.

C. Application-Layer Multicast

In this simulation, we consider application-layer multicas-
ting. There are multicast groups where each group has one
source with users and the streaming rate is kb/s. For sim-
plicity, each group forms a binary multicast tree. Each newly
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Fig. 11. Data loss rate with various traffic demands on a 20-node 80-link varied
capacity network.

Fig. 12. Data loss rate with 40% traffic demands on 10–50 nodes network with
fixed capacities.

joined user selects an existing user in the tree where the user
has less than two children and the hop distance is minimal in
order to generate less traffic in the overlay network.

In this simulation, large overlay network is formed in order
to see the performance of different bandwidth strategies in large
scale. The formation of overlay network is still the same. Twenty
multicast sources are randomly selected in the overlays, where
the rates are set as 100 rand (300) kb/s, the traffic demands are
constructed using the following ways: a random user is selected
and it will pick a random multicast group which will add a traffic
request for the overlay network. It will be interested to consider
the performance when the multicast content can be retrieved
from multiple sources, but due to the limit of space, it will not
be discussed in this paper.

In Figs. 14 and 15, we plot the data loss rate with various mul-
ticast traffic demands for different traffic management strate-
gies on a 20-node 80-link fixed capacity and varied capacity
network, respectively. The traffic load calculation is the same
with previous one. In Figs. 16 and 17, we plot the data loss rate

Fig. 13. Data loss rate with 40% traffic demands on 10–50 nodes network with
varied capacities.

Fig. 14. Data loss rate with various multicast traffic demands on a 20-node
80-link fixed capacity network.

with 40% multicast traffic demands for different traffic manage-
ment strategies on 10–50 nodes network with fixed capacities
and varied capacities, respectively. It can be seen that multicast
traffic has less data loss than streaming traffic given the same
traffic load. The reason is that the application-layer multicast
has consideration of locality by finding nearby nodes as data
source, which decrease traffic relaying. From Figs. 16 and 17,
MultiServ strategies still has less than 1/2 of data loss compared
with shortest path and equal loading multipath strategies.

It can be seen from all the above results that the MultiServ and
bounded MultiServ methods achieve similar performance in all
simulations, which are much better than equal loading multipath
and shortest path methods. We have the data loss as follows.

Data loss (Optimal).
Data loss (MultiServ).
Data loss (MultiServ Bounded).
Data loss (Equal Loading Multipath).
Data loss (Shortest Path).
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Fig. 15. Data loss rate with various multicast traffic demands on a 20-node
80-link varied capacity network.

Fig. 16. Data loss rate with 40% multicast traffic demands on 10–50 nodes
network with fixed capacities.

D. Dynamic Traffic

We also generate dynamic traffic to evaluate the proposed
traffic management strategies. In dynamic traffic case, each
traffic demand has a starting point and end point. For example,
if a traffic demand with 100 kb/s rate from node 1 to node 10
has a starting point of 10 and end point of 20, the traffic will be
launched in the tenth round in node 1, and it will continue and
at the 20th round, the traffic stops. Fig. 18 plots the cumulative
data loss rate. The solid line represents the proportion of traffic
to total capacity. In Fig. 18, we can see the cumulative data
loss of equal multiple path and shortest path strategies is higher
than 20% with traffic increasing and in MultiServ the data loss
is less than 10%.

E. Dynamic Capacities

The logical link capacities may change due to the interfer-
ence or mobility in underlying network. The performance of

Fig. 17. Data loss rate with 40% multicast traffic demands on 10–50 nodes
network with varied capacities.

Fig. 18. Cumulative data loss rate with dynamic traffic (20 nodes, 80 links,
varied capacities, 300 traffic volumes).

our traffic strategies are also been evaluated under such situa-
tion. In a 20-node 80-link overlay network, the link capacity is
reset using every five steps. The
cumulative data loss rate is illustrated in Fig. 19. We can see
that our traffic management strategies can adapt the varied ca-
pacity and perform the data forwarding quite well, it is observed
that no links are overloaded and most traffic will safely reach its
destination.

F. Combination Effects of Neighbor Refinement and MultiServ
Traffic Management

Finally, we combine the techniques described in this paper
and see how much performance gain we can achieve. We
constructed a 20-node 80-link overlay network with random
neighbors, say overlay . The neighbor refinement algorithm
is used in network to form a new overlay . To simplify,
fixed capacity (1 Mb/s) is used for each link. We then use
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Fig. 19. Cumulative data loss rate with dynamic capacities (20 nodes, 80 links,
100 traffic volumes).

Fig. 20. Data loss rate using different traffic management strategy with
different number of traffic demands on a 20-node 80-link with/without
neighbor refinement.

our MultiServ traffic management methods in both network
and to deliver streaming traffic described in Section V-B

comparing with the data loss with shortest path and equal
multiple path. We generate 100 overlay networks and calculate
the average. The result is shown in Fig. 20.

From Fig. 20, we can see, given the same 80 streaming tasks,
using MultiServ traffic management strategy with neighbor
refinement, the data loss is less than 5%, comparing with more
than 25% of data loss in shortest path routing. On the other
hand, given data loss threshold of 5%, neighbor refinement
MultiServ can carry more than 80 streaming tasks comparing
with less than 30 streaming tasks using simple shortest path
routing. Clearly, the neighbor refinement MultiServ tech-
niques significantly improve the traffic relaying ability of the
network.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we propose a new architecture called MultiServ
using the concept of overlay network, which can facilitate the
deployment of new services in wireless multihop networks. We
investigate traffic management problem, in particular, how to
route large volume of traffic, and we show from extensive per-
formance studies that the proposed solution can significantly
outperform the existing approaches. There are several unique
advantages in MultiServ architecture.

Scalability and stability: The overlay network uses a con-
struction algorithm that provides more stability and can be
easily extended to large scale; the proposed traffic scheme can
also work in wireless networks with different size and varied
link capacities.

High performance and better service deployment: The
aggregate flow scheme enables better control on traffic flows.
MultiServ facilitates the deployment of services that may not be
easy to deploy or have poor performance in wireless networks,
such as media streaming and multicasting.

We are currently carrying out experiments using a wireless
multihop testbed in Microsoft, where the main focus is to in-
vestigate the performance under a more realistic environment.
Another possible avenue for further study is to examine the
application-layer multicast based on the proposed MultiServ
architecture.
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